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In laundry products, the growth of ultra, or
concentrated, powders and liquids is a win/win for Q&A
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Manufacturers save on freight and warehousing
costs, retailers can increase their revenue per WHAT'S NEW? 5
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conserve resources and produce less waste. Ultras
now represent 90% of the powder laundry
detergent business and 75% of liquid laundry
detergents.

Packaging innovations are a response to
environmental issues, as well as a consumer
convenience. Powder detergents in refill bags washing machine manufacturers respond to the
reduce the cost-per-use of the product and feature U.S. Department of Energy proposal that, by 1999,
a container made from at least 25% post-consumer washing machines be more energy efficient. These
recycled material. new machines may use up to two-thirds less water.

Formulation advances include improved Laundry detergents may have to be reformulated to
surfactant and builder systems, and the use of be effective in the machines of the future.
enzymes that break specific soils into simpler forms Recent developments in fabric softener sheets
for easy removal by detergent. Transfer inhibitors, include lighter fragrances and fragrance-free
which help prevent the transfer of dyes from products, as well as packaging in tissue-type
colored fabrics to other laundry items, are key boxes.
ingredients in color-safe laundry detergents.

Additional changes are on the horizon as
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Household cleaners (hard surface cleaners) THE INS AND OUTS OF COOKWARE
»>are using technology developed for concentrated Choosing, Caring and Cleaning

laundry products. Concentrated multi-purpose
cleaners and glass cleaners use up to 30% less New chemical coatings that not only prevent food
packaging than conventional formulas. Other from sticking during cooking, but make after-
innovations include ergonomically designed bottles cooking clean up easier, too, are a value-added
for easier gripping and handling, and containers feature of today's moderate to top-of-the-line
made from 25 to 100% post-consumer recycled cookware. The most common types of reinforced
plastic. coatings are fluorocarbon resins. Also known as

Line extensions, such as a floor cleaner and a PTFE, these resins are solid, non-toxic plastic
kitchen cleaner both under the same brand name, polymers with inherent nonstick properties.
are gaining in popularity. Manufacturers have also While coatings enhance cooking performance,
discovered that some consumers prefer products The Soap and Detergent Association points out
with bleach, while others do not. As a result, the that it is the base material that actually determines
same product may be offered in two versions to the overall performance of the cookware.
capture both groups. Regardless of the base material, the interior

As for cleansers, sales of liquid abrasives have surfaces of cookware that are coated with a
risen 3%. One cleanser with bleach is available as nonstick finish should be cleaned according to the
a nonabrasive gel, which allows the consumer to manufacturer's directions. Generally, this means
target and control the product. Another cleanser using a plastic mesh scouring pad designed for
promotes easy rinsing with the use of baking soda cleaning nonstick surfaces or a "light duty" plastic-
as the scrubbing agent. coated sponge, plus plenty of hot water and hand

Traditional drain openers have been improved to dishwashing detergent. Stains on exterior surfaces
remove hair and grease, plus deodorize the drain. should be cleaned using a method compatible with
Buildup removers are designed for those who the base material.

/

prefer preventive maintenance. These liquids Because it is an excellent heat conductor,
contain enzymes that prevent the grease and soap aluminum is one of the most popular cookware
scum buildup that clogs drains. metals. In fact, aluminum cookware accounts for

As for dishwashing products, dye-free hand 54% of the total domestic market. Heat spreads
dishwashing detergents continue to appeal to a quickly and evenly across the bottom, up the sides
segment of the market. Combination hand and over the cover to completely surround the food
ctishwashing liquid and antibacterial hand soap being cooked. In addition, aluminum is durable,
reflects consumer interest in antibacterial products. relatively lightweight and readily accepts the
These new products meet the needs of the 65% of reinforced coatings. On aluminum cookware,
consumers who use hand dishwashing detergent to cooking acidic foods, such as tomatoes or rhubarb,
wash their hands in the kitchen. will remove most stains and discolorations. For

New personal care products include shower stubborn soils, boil a solution of one quart of water
gels and body washes. Popular in Europe (60% of to two or three tablespoons of vinegar or lemon
Europeans use shower gels), these new products juice for five to 1 0 minutes. Follow this with a light
are taking hold among U.S. consumers who want scrubbing with a scouring pad designed for
to cleanse and moisturize in one step. nonstick surfaces.

Bar soaps, however, still dominate the U.S. Stainless steel is second to aluminum in
market. The trend here is toward unisex soaps and popularity. It is extremely durable, won't corrode or
soaps with antibacterial ingredients. Other new tarnish permanently and is scratch-resistant. Its
developments include soaps formulated for non-porous surface is also resistant to wear.
children and soaps for people with sensitive skin. However, it does not conduct heat as well as other
Also popular are lighter, fresher scents as well as metals. To improve heat conduction, it is
unscented products. . sometimes combined with aluminum or copper.

Stainless steel is extremely easily to clean. For /
/
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stains, discoloration or stubborn, burned on food MISCELLANY
on uncoated cookware, use a commercial
stainless steel cleaner. Taking Care of Your Clay Cooker

Copper is a high maintenance cookware with
With proper handling, a clay cooker can last a veryexcellent heat conductivity. Because foods cooked
long time. Because sudden temperature changesin direct contact with copper may discolor, the
can cause it to crack, always begin baking in ainside of such cookware is often lined with
cold oven. And never place a hot cooker on a coldstainless steel or treated with a nonstick finish. To
surface. Put a wooden board or some type of hotclean the exterior surface, use a commercial
pad underneath.copper cleaner, then wash in hand dishwashing

Hand wash the cooker in warm water and handdetergent and water, rinse and buff dry with a soft,
dishwashing detergent. Soak, then scrub with aclean cloth.
plastic brush. For stubborn particles or to freshenAlthough it is heavy and slow to heat up, many
the cooker, fill it with water and add one to fourcooks prefer cast iron cookware because it offers
tablespoons of baking soda; soak overnight. Doexcellent heat retention. In its uncoated form, it
not wash in an automatic dishwasher.

has a tendency to rust. However, to prevent this,
Dry the cooker thoroughly before storing. Thethe interior and exterior surfaces are often

Soap and Detergent Association warns that aftercovered with porcelain. Clean this cookware with
long storage, or in damp, muggy climates, moldwarm, sudsy water. For burned-on foods or
spots may appear. To remove, brush the surfacestubborn stains, soak or use a non-abrasive
with a paste of equal parts baking soda and water.cleanser and a non-abrasive scouring pad.
Let stand for 30 minutes, brush it away and rinseWhen good looks, one-dish convenience and a
well. Let the cooker dry where there is goodnonporous surface are important, glass and glass
circulation, preferably in bright sunlight.ceramic cookware are excellent choices. The

down side to this type of cookware is that they are
Slipcovers Are Hot!often fragile and can break under impact.

Cookware items with porcelain interior and Slipcovers, once considered a not-quite-elegant
exterior finishes often have a core of carbon steel way to protect furniture, are now in the forefront of
or cast iron. The cookware retains the basic home fashion, reports The Soap and Detergent
characteristics of the core metal. The porcelain Association.

finish adds color and easy maintenance. Consumers find them appealing for many
Currently, most reinforced coatings are sprayed reasons. Because people are spending more time

onto the cookware's interior surface. In lower-to- at home, they care more about how their home
moderate priced stainless steel cookware, the looks. Slipcovers are a fast and easy way to
nonstick surface may begin to peel after a few update the look of a room, to give a worn or soiled
years of use. However, one manufacturer is piece of furniture a facelift or simply to change the
developing a fused-on, stainless steel-based existing decor with very little effort.
metal alloy that will result in stainless steel Although it is easier to clean the slipcover than
cookware with durable nonstick properties. the furniture underneath, consumers should

Another technological plus for cookware is always check the care labels and follow the
improved formulas for insulated handles. Now the manufacturer's instructions. Most slipcover fabrics
color can be molded into the handle, rather than are dryclean only. If washed, the fabric may shrink
painted on. The result is handles that are more or the colors may run. Even if the cover is
durable, more attractive and have a higher heat washable, most home washing machines are not
resistance than the brown or black handles of old. large enough to properly agitate a full sofa
Many of these newer handles can withstand oven slipcover. They may need to be laundered at a
temperatures of up to 400 °F. The result is laundromat which has large size machines.
versatile cookware that can be used for top-of-the-
stove or in-the-oven food preparation. .
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Underfoot Fashions for Kids The Accessible Kitchen

The biggest news in kid decor is on the floor. Area Designing a kitchen that will be comfortable for
rugs designed for fashion and fun are showing up family members for many years takes some
in both upscale and popular price ranges, observes thought and planning, notes The Soap and
The Soap and Detergent Association. Detergent Association.

NFL-licensed rugs featuring big time sports team Factors to consider include the height of cabinets
logos vie for attention alongside popular Disney and countertops, placement of appliances,
characters and Olympic logos. Kid-vicf stars like locations of storage units, cabinets with pull-outs,
Barney the Purple Dinosaur and Thomas the Tank roll-outs and lazy susans, base cabinets that open
Engine cavort happily across the floor. Matching to provide wheelchair accessibility, non-glare
bedding is available for some of these licensed finishes, glare-free lighting, easy-to-grasp levers
rugs, providing a totally coordinated room. instead of door knobs, and colors that allow older

Interactive rugs do more than just cover the floor. eyes to see counter edges more clearly. It is a!so
Doll house layouts, scaled to Barbie-size dolls, important to design for easy cleaning. Consider
roadways scaled for Matchbox cars, mazes that easy-care surfaces, such as laminates, and easy-
allow children to save a puppy or navigate their care, no-wax flooring.
way through the solar system encourage children All-purpose cleaners work well on most kitchen
to use their skills and imagination. surfaces. The new glass and multi-purpose

cleaners are perfect for many surfaces and suited
Frame It! for glass-fronted appliances as well.

Wood frames, metal frames, plastic frames, gold News in Laundry, Storage Itemsleaf frames, in traditional and ornate looks, are
maintaining their popularity. Consumers are New laundry care and storage products spotted by
framing everything from artwork to family photos to The Soap and Detergent Association are designed
displays of collectibles. Retail outlets for frames are to lighten the laundry work load.
proliferating. Craft and floral stores, bed and bath The mysterious sock-eater that lurks in
stores, kitchen/housewares stores, apparel stores everyone's home will go hungry thanks to colorful
and fabric stores all carry a wide assortment of plastic clips designed to hold a pair of socks
frames. Even toy stores are getting in on the act together from hamper to washer and dryer and
with frames specifically targeted to the juvenile back to the drawer. The clips are color-, bleach-
market. and dryer-safe.

When it's time to clean these frames, The Soap An over-the-door holder will secure a T-leg
and Detergent Association emphasizes that ironing board without tools. A new all-metal, mesh-
consumers should not spray glass cleaner directly top ironing board is designed with a back platform
on the glass. The cleaner may seep through the to allow full use of the board. A heavy duty PVC
edges of the frame onto the picture or photo plastic accordion dryer rack is roomy enough to
underneath. The best method is to spray a glass hang wet sweaters. For frequent ironers, there's a
cleaner on a clean, soft cloth, then use the cloth to two-sided cover and pad set. And for frequent
clean the glass surface. travelers, there's a portable ironing board that folds

easily to fit into a suitcase or, for stay-at-homes,
into a drawer. .
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TIPS AND TRENDS FROM THE SOAP AND DETERGENT ASSOCIATION

Q&A WHAT'S NEW?

SDA Answers Your Questions
Dieters will want to give this 16-ounce shaker a

Q: Can I use a fabric softener sheet in the tumble. The plastic, microwaveable, SuperSeal
dryer for more than one load of clothes? Foodsaver tumbler/shaker is designed for mixing
A: Using a dryer-added softener sheet a second diet drinks that are combined with juice or milk. It
time is not effective, because softener sheets are also functions as a beverage saver for leftover
formulated to be used for only one load of clothes. servings. Other innovations include the non-spill
All the fabric softening agents will be used up on properties that make it suitable for outdoor use
the first load, and there will not be any left for and the see-through lid that doubles as a coaster.
subsequent loads. (Eagle Affiliates; 505 Manor Avenue;

Harrison, NJ 07029)
Q: What are the benefits of using an
antimicrobial soap?
A: Antimicrobial soaps provide increased Turn the fridge into a personalized message
reduction of bacteria on the skin. They do this center with a photo frame that doubles as a
either immediately on use or through residual notepad. The upper portion of the Dry-Erase
activity. Antimicrobial soaps are specifically Magnetic Photo Frame houses a space for
formulated to help reduce the number of germs mounting a favorite snapshot while the lower
transferred by hands during everyday tasks, such portion features a wipe-off note writing area and
as changing diapers, caring for ill family members, pen. The continuous magnetic backing will adhere
playing with pets and preparing family meals. to refrigerators, filing cabinets or any metal

Regardless of the type of soap you use, it is surface.

good hygiene to wash your hands on a regular (O.R.E.; 1330 Gladys Avenue;
basis, especially before handling food or eating Long Beach, CA 90804)
and after caring for an ill person or changing
diapers, to help prevent the spread of infectious
diseases. Copper, known for its superior heat conduction,

and stainless steel, known for its durability, have
Q:I have a new glass cooktop. Do you have joined forces in the new Gourmetrix line of
any suggestions on how to clean it? cookware. The manufacturer claims the seven-

A: The best cleaning instructions are given in the piece cookware set can be used on every type of
cooktop use and care manual. Read and follow cooktop, including gas, electric coil, electric plate,
those instructions. radiant and halogen and is designed specifically

Glass cooktop surfaces can be scratched and for use on CERAN® glass ceramic smoothtops.
can discolor, so treat them with care. Always wait (Farberware Inc.; 1500 Basset Avenue;
until the cooktop has cooled before cleaning it. Bronx, NY 10461)
Use a cleaner formulated for ceramic glass or a
paste of baking soda and water. Rinse and dry
thoroughly. The Easy Turn Nut Grater transforms a messy

Do not use abrasive sponges, scouring pads task into a neat, clean operation. The grater
or cleansers on the surface. And, avoid cleaners consists of two stacked, see-through containers.
that contain ammonia or bleach as they may The top one is a reservoir for unchopped nuts; the
discolorthe glass cooktop. . bottom one is a built-in, removable measuring cup.

A turn knob located on the side activates the

grinding mechanism. The entire grater is top-shelf
dishwasher safe.

(The Bakertowne Co.; 136 Cherry Valley Avenue;
West Hempstead, NY 11552).
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"KEEP IT CLEAN" BRIEFS There are many new types of surfaces for
countertops, appliances, flooring, walls, fixtures

Liquid laundry detergents are especially effective and decorative items. Always read and follow use
on food, greasy and oily soils. Since they are and care instructions when purchasing new
liquids, they are good for pretreating spots and articles or installing fixtures, cabinets or
stains. countertops. The new surface may require a

Powder laundry detergents are especially cleaning product or cleaning procedure different
effective for lifting out clay and ground-in dirt, from what you are currently using.
thus they are ideal for children's play clothes.
They can also be used to pretreat, by making a
paste of detergent and water.

Body oils can soften a wood finish and eventually
wear it away. This is especially true for areas that
are used constantly, such as chair arms and the

Treat the spot immediately! The sooner you surfaces around drawer and door pulls. To help
attack a spot or stain, the easier it is to remove. slow down this process, protect the surface by
Get into the habit of checking freshly washed wet cleaning it often with a wood furniture care
clothes for stains that didn't wash away. Instead product and applying a wood polish. .

of drying them, pretreat the stains and wash them
again. Drying can permanently set some stains.

This newsletter is not copyrighted. The content may be used at will, with or without credit to The Soap and Detergent Association. Mention of
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